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Best Time to Buy report leads with foresight
September 2021

The Best Time 
to Buy 2021 
report drove 5% 
of overall reach 
and 13% of 
overall volume.

The report 
forecasted a 
sweet spot for 
buyers and was 
well-received due 
to its 
future-focused 
content. 

The Best Time to Buy 2021

Broadcast 
appeal

Coverage from Inman, 
Nasdaq, and various 
broadcast generated 
enthusiasm, leading to a 
USA Today article 
syndicated to Yahoo 
Finance on the 14th.

National stir

Syndication across The 
Business Journals was 
matched with national 
coverage by The 
Washington Post.

Consumer focus

Houston Chronicle, Motley 
Fool (syndicated to 
Nasdaq), & Orlando 
Business Journal 
referenced the report along 
with quotes from Danielle 
Hale & Nicholas Bedo to 
deliver good news to 
homebuyers about the new 
buying season.

Reach into 
October

A Mediafeed article 
syndicated to MSN 
leveraged the report in a 
slideshow of which cities 
will have the cheapest, 
least-competitive housing 
markets this October.

15th 17th-21th 22nd13th-14th

https://www.inman.com/2021/09/13/is-your-client-ready-to-buy-a-home-this-is-the-best-time-to-do-it/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/buying-house-now-might-perfect-040107968.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/buying-house-now-might-perfect-040107968.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/bizjournals/news/2021/09/15/housing-market-seasonal-slowdown-pandemic.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/bizjournals/news/2021/09/15/housing-market-seasonal-slowdown-pandemic.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/09/15/study-fall-is-when-home-buyers-can-find-best-deals/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/09/15/study-fall-is-when-home-buyers-can-find-best-deals/
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/business/texas-inc/article/When-is-the-best-time-to-buy-a-house-16463603.php
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/some-home-buyers-could-save-up-to-%2410000-if-they-purchase-a-home-now-2021-09-19
https://www.bizjournals.com/orlando/news/2021/09/21/the-best-time-to-buy-a-home-in-orlando-is-almost-h.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/orlando/news/2021/09/21/the-best-time-to-buy-a-home-in-orlando-is-almost-h.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/realestate/hot-markets-for-october-homebuyers/ss-AAODncQ#image=53
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Monthly Housing Trends report resonated nationwide with 43% higher reach m/m
August 2021

Data points and a Danielle Hale quote in The New York Times drove the highest reach in August in part due to syndication 
across The Business Journals. 

“ For buyers looking for 
smaller, entry-level type 
homes, that’s good news. I 
still wouldn’t say those 
homes are plentiful, but 
there’s more of them for 
sale now than there was a 
year ago.  
                                               
- Danielle Hale

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/13/realestate/real-estate-prices.html
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First-Time Home Buyer Targeted Media Reach over time
May 2021
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September 
Overlap 
(Consumer)
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In September, message overlap was 
primarily concentrated with Expert and 
Helpful messages. Coverage drivers of 
the two messages together included 
Freddie Mac commentary, Housing 
Shortage report, and Best Time to Buy 
2021 report. The Expert message was 
represented in 560.1M by reach and 
Helpful was in 744M by reach. Expert and 
Helpful overlap was 159.5M in reach. The 
remaining message overlap accounted 
for 39% of overall overlap and included 
the following: “innovation and options”, 
“helpful and innovation”, “expert and 
inclusive”, “expert and options”, “helpful 
and inclusive’, “helpful, innovation, and 
options”, “helpful and options”,  and 
“inclusive and options”. 

Innovation and Options overlap increased 483% m/m.
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Competitor 
Coverage 
Over Time
By Social Mentions

A. Robert Half - 8/2: (Neutral) 
Robert Half mentioned in a CBC 
article

B. Indeed - 8/3: (Neutral), 1482 
RTs. Talked about a job found 
on Indeed.

C. Fiverr - 8/5: (Negative) A Reddit 
thread about Fiverr’s stock

D. Toptal - 8/12: (Neutral) Retweets 
of an April Toptal post and 
Toptal article circulated

E. Robert Half - 8/16: (Neutral) 
Robert Half mentioned in  an 
Axios article

F. Upwork - 8/23: (Neutral) 
@CoinMarketCap shared a job 
post on Upwork

G. Robert Half - 8/24: (Neutral) 
Robert Half mentioned in a 
Content Marketing Institute 
article *Fiverr VoT representative of mention volume excluding profile shares (548k in August)
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The top three media outlets accounted 
for about half of overall reach

July 2021 Realtor.com Top Media Outlets

Realtor.com’s Top Media outlets vs. Zillow reach

Source Reach

MSN Real Estate 213M

Yahoo! News 138.5M

MarketWatch 98.2M

Yahoo Finance 95.9M

TD Ameritrade 70.9M

Wall Street Journal 35.4M

Yahoo Lifestyle 32M

CNBC 31.8M

New York Times 27.1M

Washington Post 25.3M

Others 191.8M

Total 960M

Key Takeaway: MarketWatch articles are usually 
syndicated to outlets with a high reach. Consider 
angles that provide an opportunity to showcase 
Realtor.com products within advice pieces.

Majority of MarketWatch coverage mentioned Realtor.com while offering 
retirement advice.
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Overall media volume was up 12% in August. 
Reach was up by 28%. Nearly half of Upwork 
volume mentioned Upwork exclusively.

148 articles came in via priority influencers 
such as CEO Hayden Brown, Economist Adam 
Ozimek, and Host Jim Cramer.

Message pull-through is up 58% over last 
month, to 82%, largely driven by Upwork 
press releases and reports, which garnered 
significant syndication in August. 

Yahoo Finance accounted for 21% of overall 
reach, focusing on Upwork’s remote work 
policy, stock performance & marketplace. 

Facebook content in the form of questions 
directed at freelancers drove up engagement 
performance in August.

1

2

3

4
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Executive Summary
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/remote-might-stay-bosses-worry-112026115.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/remote-might-stay-bosses-worry-112026115.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fiverr-internationals-nyse-fvrr-24-161939765.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/don-t-much-401k-ira-155125548.html
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• Pertinent and actionable data easing consumers’ concerns around recent uncertainty in the market landed well in the 
media, driving the Helpful and Expert messages. A steady cadence of content that signifies opportunity and provides 
direction for homebuyers fueled Realtor.com’s third consecutive month of growth in reach and volume SOV. 

– Key brand messaging continued to increase m/m, reaching 95% of coverage in September.
• Helpful: 55%, Best Time to Buy 2021, Housing Shortage, Top Markets Where Investors are Impacting Inventory, 

Homeowners Leveraging Space, and Natural Disaster Impact
• Expert: 42%, Best Time to Buy 2021 and commentary on Freddie Mac, Existing Home Sales, Case-Shiller
• Innovation: 7%, Flood risk data, “Find a Realtor” search, ReadyConnect Concierge, and Rent vs Buy Calculator

• Realtor.com’s Reach SOV grew to 54%, up 2% m/m.
– Top drivers: Timely Freddie Mac commentary helped demystify stagnating mortgage rates (Washington Post, 

MarketWatch), while Best Time to Buy 2021 provided simple and useful predictions and advice (Washington Post). High 
volume was further supported by syndicated mentions of the Rent vs Buy calculator and search abilities.

– Zillow’s reach picked back up in September after an August dip, thanks to coverage from Yahoo and MSN properties 
around refinancing, home affordability and home supply.

• Volume reached 57%, an increase of 4% since August. 
– Syndications from a Good Morning America segment featuring the Rent vs. Buy Calculator drove increased volume. 
– Volume for Zillow also increased, driven by data and insights around housing demand, supply, and mortgage rates.

September 2021

Executive Summary

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/09/30/mortgage-rates-are-driven-higher-by-rising-treasury-yields/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/mortgage-rates-remain-near-record-lows-heres-what-that-means-for-the-housing-market-11631196756
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/09/15/study-fall-is-when-home-buyers-can-find-best-deals/
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• Articles in September quoted Realtor.com experts and cited timely data about changing market forces, new practices, and ways consumers can 
ready themselves for the spring season, increasing Realtor.com’s edge over Zillow.

– Freddie Mac commentary performed particularly well, accounting for 13% of overall Realtor.com reach, the same level of reach driven by 
the August Monthly Housing Trends report, which was the top driver in August (with an unusually high reach for MHT). 

– Best Time to Buy, the No. 2 driver of reach in September, landed at 5%, just under the debut of Hottest ZIPS in August (9%). 
• Coverage spanned a wide range of commentary and reports in September. 

– September content (including the Housing Shortage report, Best Home Buying Deals report, Best Time To Buy report, Leveraging Space 
survey, and the Natural Disaster report) accounted for 12% of overall reach and 22% of overall volume.

– Realtor.com spokespeople were mentioned in 203 articles comprising 48% of media reach. Zillow spokespeople were mentioned in 31 
articles and contributed to 13% of monthly media reach. 

• Coverage concentrated among a handful of outlets and reporters.
– Five authors contributed to a combined total of 47 articles, accounting for approximately 30% of total reach and 11% of total volume: 

Jacob Passy, Lance Lambert, Clayton Jarvis, Elizabeth Renter, and Tim Smart.
– Coverage from Realtor.com’s top 10 original media outlets contributed to 83% of reach and 30% of volume.

• MSN Real Estate, Yahoo! Finance, MarketWatch, Washington Post, and TD Ameritrade provided the highest reach. 
• Zillow’s top 10 media outlets, including syndication, contributed to 84% of monthly reach and 31% of monthly volume.

September 2021

Comms Summary 
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Takeaways & Next Steps

Takeaway 1 Next Step

Upwork volume, reach, and share of voice increased m/m. 
Coverage in August increased due to 1) increased top tier 
coverage, 2) coverage of the Great Resignation report, and 3) 
the 2020 Freelance Forward report.

We must continue to target priority influencers; they drive 
greater reach and influence. 

Takeaway 2

The “virtual talent helping companies” message wasn’t carried 
in August. Amid the Great Resignation, we have a big 
opportunity to convey this message as companies have a 
greater need for a Virtual Talent Bench.

Takeaway 3

The two largest social mention spikes across all companies 
were the result of a shared job post/experience.

Next Step

Amplify concept of virtual talent bench through multi-phased 
PEX announcement in Oct., and customer success stories, 
which we are turning the dial up on (WSJ CIO Journal 
accepted the PGA of America digital transformation story). 

Next Step

Explore ways to leverage consumer/viral success 
stories/experiences on social.
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42% of the overall social conversation19K social media mentions

Robinhood - S-1 Flip Analysis 
(00:00 07.1.21 - 11:30 07.2.21)

Overview/Insights: 
Auto sentiment surrounding RH + S-1 leans neutral (69%), followed by 20% negative and 11% positive. Conversations surrounding $HOOD are currently 
at 1.8k mentions, making up 9% of the S-1 mention volume so far. Auto sentiment for mentions of the HOOD ticker leans mostly neutral (63%), 32% 
negative, and 5% positive, with comments surrounding Robinhood’s valuation, media shares, and Robinhood’s profitability. Top shared RTs are from 
ZeroHedge (1,500+ shares), Unusual Whales (687+ shares), Unusual Whales (546+ shares), Alifarhat79 (577+ shares), and Shibetoshi Nakamoto (438+ 
shares). Top media and links include high share numbers on content from Decrypt (543 shares), CNBC (416 shares), and Vice (393 shares), which 
accounted for 7% of S-1 social volume.

16

20%
FINRA Penalty: Mentions of  Robinhood 
having to pay $70 million for outages and 
misleading customers.

Dislikes Robinhood/$HOOD: Expression of 
a general dislike for the brand, app, or 
platform.

Do Not Buy $HOOD: Users encourage 
others to not buy $HOOD stock.

NEUTRALPOSITIVE

11% 69%
Media Share: Links to media articles 
mentioning Robinhood.

Dan Gallagher: General conversations 
around former SEC head Dan Gallagher.

Dogecoin: General mentions and media 
shares about Dogecoin.

.

Dogecoin: Replies to tweets suggesting 
investors use Robinhood to purchase 
dogecoin. 

Defending Robinhood: Users defending 
Robinhood against claims.

IPO: Mentions of users expressing a 
general affinity for Robinhood’s IPO.

1

NEGATIVE

http://twitter.com/JustJJMills/statuses/1410984403451449345
http://twitter.com/TheReal_limo/statuses/1410958798563463170
http://twitter.com/Cyberiums/statuses/1410866346024484867
https://twitter.com/zerohedge/status/1410663700609081348
https://twitter.com/unusual_whales/status/1410672726050672642
https://twitter.com/unusual_whales/status/1410679503181910019
https://twitter.com/alifarhat79/status/1410656876799332360
https://twitter.com/BillyM2k/status/1410672328158027778
https://decrypt.co/75008/robinhood-s1-dogecoin-crypto-business
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/01/robinhood-has-18-million-accounts-managing-80-billion-after-rapid-one-year-growth-ipo-filing-shows.html?__source=sharebar%7Ctwitter&par=sharebar
https://www.vice.com/en/article/wx5p8z/feds-seized-robinhood-ceos-phone-in-gamestop-trading-halt-investigation
https://twitter.com/Official_Kalisz/status/1410993320357253129
https://twitter.com/qcapital2020/status/1410986708846395393
https://twitter.com/gatitasmomma/status/1410975057304645637
https://twitter.com/ThemisSal/status/1410994855699009539
https://twitter.com/don_thought/status/1410994063470469120
https://twitter.com/ZENAPRCHAMP/status/1410993852723380225
http://twitter.com/mohammad1bsh/statuses/1410699878133600257
https://twitter.com/castillo_rudy/status/1410985376982917125
https://twitter.com/micucuriosidad/status/1410985258816786434


Earned Conversation Analysis 

Volume Over Time

Top IPO Reddit Threads: Fed’s Seize Robinhood CEO’s phone... (36k upvotes); Robinhood paid former SEC head Dan G... (12.2k upvotes); Citadel was 

27% of Robinhoods Q1... (5.7k upvotes); We can't even afford more GME... (5.6k upvotes); Robinhood outsmarts everyone (5.4k upvotes); Robinhood 

reports a $1.44 billion net loss... (4.8k upvotes); The Jungle Beat- Thursday 07-01-2021... (3.1k upvotes); The Daily Stonk 07-02-2021 (3.1k upvotes); 🐻 

Trap. Watch how Robinhood stock goes... (3.1k upvotes); DONT SHORT ROBINHOOD IPO... (3k upvotes)

Top Hashtags: #amc (482 mentions); #dogecoin (345 mentions); #gme (275 mentions); #ipo (261 mentions); #doge (182 mentions)

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obsyo1/feds_seize_robinhood_ceos_phone_in_gamestop/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obt6ql/robinhood_paid_former_sec_head_dan_gallagher_30/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obqngx/citadel_was_27_of_robinhoods_q1_transaction_based/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obqngx/citadel_was_27_of_robinhoods_q1_transaction_based/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obybpr/we_cant_even_afford_more_gme_what_makes_you_think/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obzs04/robinhood_outsmarts_everyone/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obuz6z/robinhood_reports_a_144_billion_net_loss_on_522/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obuz6z/robinhood_reports_a_144_billion_net_loss_on_522/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obu8p4/the_jungle_beat_thursday_07012021_important_sub/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/oc6lop/the_daily_stonk_07022021/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obs7sc/trap_watch_how_robinhood_stock_goes_up_after/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/obs7sc/trap_watch_how_robinhood_stock_goes_up_after/
https://www.reddit.com/r/amcstock/comments/oc1ull/dont_short_robinhood_ipo_its_a_trap/


Daily Earned Conversation Analysis - Mention Volume with Sentiment over time  (previous 14 reports) 
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Mentions:
Impressions:

*The aggregate sentiment for weekend volume (Fri-Sun) is shown above, with an average of daily mentions and impressions

6.16.21 The Change.org 
petition for SHIB 
surpassed 150,000 
signatures.

7,093
92.7M

17,148
128M

Weekly Volume: 55.2k
Daily Average: 7.8k

8,705
32.7M

13,808
44.1M

16,065
30.3M

18,801
556.9M

Weekly Volume: 67.3k
Daily Average: 9.6k

9,776
84.6M

7,493
125M

7,492
42.5M

11,994
176.1M

21,453
72.8M

Weekly Volume: 58.2k
Daily Average: 8.3k

7,482
32.3M

7,893
23.3M

27,390
548.1M

6.30.21 News 
of FINRA fine
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m/m increase of ER

49%
Impressions increased 6%m/m. 

Engagement increased on LI, FB and 
IG m/m. LI engagement increased due 
to a significant increase in monthly 
posts.

Facebook accounted for 38% of 
overall engagement. 

The number of overall social media 
posts decreased 2% m/m, while the 
number of engagements increased 
7% m/m.

0.17%
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Community 
Size ER % Eng. Imp.

Total 
monthly 

posts

220,212
+2% m/m

1.08%
-17% m/m 

16,738
-19% m/m

1,553,832
-3% m/m

223
-3% m/m

137,307
+3% m/m

3.8%
-14% m/m

22,164
+19% m/m

589,771
+38% m/m

36
+33% m/m

828,133
+1% m/m

2.5%
 -4% m/m 

33,455
+9% m/m

1,352,749
+15% m/m

51
+6% m/m

919,461
+5% m/m

7.8%
+22% m/m 

16,611
 +34% m/m

213,247
 +10% m/m

49
-6% m/m

52,400
+3% m/m

0.4%
-33% m/m

149
-80% m/m

35,732
-71% m/m

5
-64% m/m

Owned Channel Summary Dashboard● Social first content, such as 
polls and ask the audience 
posts, garnered more 
engagement than posts driving 
off platform, specifically on 
Twitter.

● Motivational quotes and posts 
that ask questions received the 
highest engagement on IG, while 
video posts fell short (especially 
videos about the Work Unlocked 
podcast). This video that 
showcased data from the Great 
Resignation report had the 
highest ER of all IG videos. 

● Questions posed to freelancers 
performed well on FB, especially 
this post with “YOU” in all caps 
(earning the 2nd most 
comments). 

● Carousels and the #Upworktips 
campaign performed well on LI, 
while media shares and video 
posts fell short.

● English Expert Talk videos 
earned high engagement on YT. 
We recommend including 
English subtitles on Expert Talk 
videos in foreign languages.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CSHPncADMFh/
https://www.facebook.com/upwork/posts/4198980266858961
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